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COVER ART by Heather Brewster
Heather Brewster’s painting “The Compartment” was selected for this
year’s Night of Artists cover and its unique style lends perfectly into
the theme of the show “Think Outside the Box”. Heather Brewster
calls Calgary, Alberta home and has been building her name as one
of the provinces more prolific artists with her highly emotional, eye
catching works of art.
To view more of Heather’s work visit www.heatherbrewster.com.
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Thank you for believing.
Night of Artists reached its thirteenth year in 2009.
Pretty amazing achievement in my mind.

NOA

Magazine 2009
Phil Alain, Executive Producer/Founder
Night of Artists
Trevor Wiltzen, Assistant Producer
Deb Thrall, Executive Assistant
Cathy Stevenson, Graphic Design
Paul Lavoie/Lewis Lavoie, Graphic Design
Gaia Media, Web Design
Cover Art
Heather Brewster
Photo Credits
Tracy Kolenchuk,
Boller Media Productions
(www.trevorboller.com)
Derek Jagodzinsky
Paradox Studios
Contributing Editorials
Phil Alain, Editorial

Especially considering that it started from a little
community hall in St. Albert with just me showing my
artwork with my sister singing away and my best friend
Bruce Frier playing the piano for 150 of my closest
friends.

is a culture vulture with a passion in
photographing people in performance
- making music, people, acting, telling
stories, reading poetry. He bought his
first digital camera in June 2000, and
shortly afterwards it was eaten by a rogue
toilet. He soon bought another and never
looked back. Today, he sports two Canon
SLRs and a variety of lenses suited to
shooting in natural light. His technique
and his equipment are suited to shooting
in difficult lighting situations - typical of
live performance. You might catch him at
any of Edmonton, or Calgary’s festivals, at
the Blue Chair Cafe, at a Night of Artists
event, or many of the stages around
Edmonton, Canada and the world. He’s
friendly enough, but generally focussed on
the performance and his photography. Say
hello – but don’t be offended if he moves
over to take another picture in the middle
of a conversation. He might actually be
working. Or maybe just playing with his
toys, and his art.
You can also look him up at

www.tracyocamera.com
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We sincerely hope you enjoy the magazine as well as
the events that we will continue to put forth thanks to
the amazing support that has carried this show
for the past 13 years.

It’s never an easy thing putting together the events and
especially the magazine. There is really only one way
that makes it possible. That is through the support of
our sponsors and the great team effort of the artists.
Not to mention the unbelievable layout skills of Cathy
Stevenson who brings the entire magazine together.

Special thanks to:
Mom, Dad, Corinne, John, Dave, Trina, Amy, Amanda,
John, Mikayla, Caitlyn, Julie and Andrew. You are my
backbone my family and what really matters in my life.

With the Economy in the state it is in there have
been many organizations that have felt the pinch.
Government funding has been cut back, companies
have had to pull back the reins on funding charitable
and arts events and guests have had to watch where
they spend their money and choose more carefully
what events they will attend and what purchases they
will make.

Thanks to Trevor Wiltzen. You always have been a
great support.

The companies that stepped forward this year to
support the Night of Artists festival have been
fantastic! Every ad in this magazine represents the
organizations that believe in the arts and are helping to
make a difference. I hope you choose to support those
that support us.
Tracy Kolenchuk

only encourages more creativity and we as artists,
musicians, performers, designers can’t thank you
enough for celebrating the arts with us.

I also thank all those who attend the Night of Artists
events. Your support and enjoyment of the arts means
so much to us as artists. Your attendance at the shows

Thanks to Deb Thrall. You are amazing!

Thanks to the Mural Mosaic team of Paul Lavoie, Lewis
Lavoie and Beatrice Lavoie. My second family who have
allowed me to keep the name Alain while creating the
murals even though I am greatly outnumbered (haha).
Cathy Stevenson...this is your beautifully designed
magazine. Thanks for your never ending talent and
tolerance of me.

Philip A. Alain
Executive Producer/Founder
Night of Artists

SPONSORS 09
MICHELANGELO SPONSOR

REMBRANDT SPONSORS

PICASSO SPONSORS

2009 CHARITY RECIPIENT
MEDIA SPONSORS

Philip A. Alain
Executive Producer/Founder
Night of Artists

July 23 to August 1, 2010.

Featuring works by local and

Canadian artists and designers

40, 24 PERRON STREET, DOWNTOWN ST. ALBERT
(SAME BUILDING AS RIC'S GRILL) PH. 459-9102
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Le Cadeau Du Cheval -

The Horse Gift

A mother and her foal form the eye within the head of the horse.
Each painting within the mural has a life of its own.
10
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Crowds lined up to point out their favourite paintings.

Le Cadeau Du Cheval - The Horse Gift
The mural mosaic Le Cadeau Du Cheval - The Horse Gift was
unveiled at the international equine event The Masters
at Spruce Meadows in Calgary, Alberta in September of
2008. The mural featured 174 artists from around the
world painting 238 images of horses combining
to make a giant horse that was 22 feet high by 18
feet wide. The mural garnered international attention
and was featured at the All American Quarter Horse
Congress in Columbus, Ohio, the National Finals Rodeo
in Las Vegas, the Calgary Stampede in Calgary, Alberta
and continues to tour North America in 2009-2010. The
mural was orchestrated by lead artist Lewis Lavoie
along with the mural mosaic team of Paul Lavoie
and Phil Alain over a 14 month period.

(Left to Right) Paul Lavoie, Lewis Lavoie and
Phil Alain admire the mural on the unveiling
day. Photo: Trevor Boller

See more about the murals at www.muralmosaic.com

The All-American Quarter Horse Congress
Queens pose in front of the Horse Gift.

New Jersey artist Jennifer Trottier points out her painting in the giant mosaic.
THINK OUTSIDE THE BOX
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A tea party on stage.

Artwork by Julie Witten-Land
and Chris Riley.

Art meets fashion.

NOA

2008
Lewis Lavoie performs alongside Wendy McNeill.
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Parade through the audience.

Wendy McNeill

The Plain Janes
Models dancing to the beat of “The RETROFITZ”.

2008 Night Of Artists XII
2008 marked the 12th annual Night of Artists festival. The event featured incredible
entertainment by U22,Wendy McNeill, The Retrofitz, Lewis Lavoie and his Live Art Creations, Fashion
shows and even a multicultural component. The festival was a great success and was definitely a
“smorgasbord for the senses”!! Thanks to Edmonton photographer Tracy Kolenchuk the
event was captured in all its brilliance through his magical ability with his trusty camera. See
more photos by Tracy Kolenchuk at www.tracyocamera.com.

Lewis Lavoie performs alongside Wendy McNeill.

Usha Gupta’s dance students – looking
back to their teacher for approval.
THINK OUTSIDE THE BOX
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Team Oomph!

Team Ivory Club & Ebony Grille

Team CKUA

Team CTV

Team DGS Construction & Rockhard Excavating

Painting Party 2009

Team Scotiabank

On October 15th 2009, some of the key sponsors for
Night of Artists XIII took two hours out of their busy days to
paint a masterpiece. Teams of 3-5 employees worked with
artists from Night of Artists to create amazing masterpieces.
All of the paintings are auctioned off in support of SACRED
(The Society for Assisted Cooperative Recovery from Eating
Disorders) at the VIP Gala at the 2009 festival. The team whose
painting goes for the highest bid receives the coveted trophy
simply titled The Arty Award. The 2008 winner was

Scotiabank.

Team BMW
14
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Culture
comes alive.
Scotiabank is a proud sponsor of Night of Artists.
We bring the same commitment to enriching our
communities as we do to helping individuals and families
reach their personal financial goals.
Thank you for the opportunity to be involved in such
a memorable event.

®

Registered trademarks of The Bank of Nova Scotia.

In this declined economy, we’ve helped our customers succeed and grow.
We can help you too, but don’t just take our word for it!
“In a time where it is an operational imperative for any organization to watch every penny, BrandHardware is
an expenditure we will not live without...
They’ve intertwined our new brand and business strategy into a unique value proposition that makes sense to our customers. Through them
we have seen remarkable improvements in customer loyalty and satisfaction, revenue, sales, brand awareness and staff retention. They will
help realign your business process and provide you with new ideas to succeed for years to come. BrandHardware is very much a part of the
ION family. ”
Craig McEwen, Managing Partner
ION Print Solutions

#SBOE)BSEXBSF

TM

Be all that you can be.

Phone: 780-466-5121 | E-Mail: info@brandhardware.com | http://www.brandhardware.com
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ARTISTS

PHIL ALAIN

www.philalain.com
phil@nightofartists.com

Edmonton, AB

Ph: 780-718-7635

Phil Alain’s work is inspired by the people around him. His production of over 150 arts events ranging from concerts to art exhibits in the
past 13 years has directly influenced the subject matters within his work. His faceless characters allow the viewer to place themselves into
the piece and become one with the painting through their own visualization.

Title: Tiny Dancer Medium: Acrylic on Canvas
Size: 28” x 36”

Title: DIVA’s Encore Medium: Acrylic on Canvas
Size: 28” x 36”

HEATHER BREWSTER

Calgary, AB

Title: Flamenco Grace Medium: Acrylic on Canvas
Size: 28” x 36”

www.heatherbrewster.com
heather@heatherbrewster.com

Ph: 403-278-0855

Curiosity, exploration and problem solving are the driving forces in my life, which can make things a little messy in the studio. The current
mess in my studio is of disassembled toys and dollies waiting to be reconstructed into something odd and delightful. I also have been
exploring Finger Painting where the process is a little backwards to what I am used to, where the background becomes the object and then
you paint around the object to make the final background. I love being creative and when the artwork has a deeper meaning, even better.

Title: Opening the Receptors (detail view)

Medium: Assemblage Art

Title: The Navigator

Medium: Acrylic - Finger Painting

Size: 9” x 12”

DORIS CHAREST

St. Albert, AB

www.dorischarest.com
dorischarest@gmail.com

Ph: 780-458-3951

Mixed media is Doris’ favorite form of painting . She loves exploring with textures, shapes, and a more contemporary look. She creates her
own designs on stamps that she uses to create texture in her paintings. Nature and the world around her inspires Doris. Her love of texture
won her the Allessandra Bisselli Award with the Federation of Canadian Artists in Vancouver. Look for Doris Charest’s work in the American
Magazine: Sommerset Studio (Summer, 2007) and British Magazine: Leisure Painter. Both feature a three pages of Doris’ artwork.

Title: Amour III

Medium: mixed

Size: 8” x 8”

KEN
CHRISTENSEN
Edmonton, AB
My work is inspired by things I see everyday and is always
evolving. I have been fortunate to be able work for the past
eleven years making a living creating Art, and with every project
the real education is revealed. The paintings available are of my
most personal work and are a study of animals and the harmony
of color and the tension of pattern. They are a combination
of cosmetic sparkles, acrylic paint and metallic paint that will
change with the transition of light throughout the day.

www.nightofartists.com
kenchris10sen@shaw.ca
Ph: 780-566-0027
Ph: 780-988-6243

Title: In my secret life

ARTISTS

CHARITY DAKIN

www.charitydakin.ca
charity@thedakins.ca

Athabasca, AB

Ph: 780-675-1803

Charity Dakin, a self-taught artist, finds much of her inspiration from the natural world and the history around her in northern Canada.
Now living in Athabasca, Alberta with her husband and two children, she balances family life with her developing artistic career, and has
contributed to numerous causes and events celebrating Alberta’s heritage, rural community, and support for environmental conservation.
Charity’s work is now represented in private and public collections internationally.

Title: Grazing Bay

Medium: Acrylic

Size: 5” x 7”

SAEED HOJJATI

Title: Little Shorthorn

Medium: Acrylic

Size: 5” x 7”

www.sansaeart.com
saeed@sansaeart.com

Edmonton, AB

Ph: 780-264-9000
Ph: 780-266-5076

Saeed’s love for life, for the beauty of God’s creation leads him to paint with vivid color, depth and spiritual passion. His paintings reflect
the great beauty and diversity of our world. Through oil and acrylic Saeed captures the awe in simplicity. His method of using brush
and palette knife to create diversity in texture is his paintings are widely admired. His work can be found displayed in galleries, retail
environments, festivals, and private and public shows. His art is collected from those across North America to the United Kingdom.

Title: The Villa of Turin

Medium: Oil

Size: 48” x 36”

Title: Times Square

Medium: Oil

Size: 36” x 30”

ELANA
GOODFELLOW
Calgary, AB
“In my art, I explore our connections
to each other and the reality of our
sameness. My hope is that those who
view my art, will walk away with a
greater sense of what we all share.”
Elana’s work is informed by the concept
of Other and how it manifests in
contemporary society. She uses oversized
images to create an intimacy between
viewer and subject in order to remove
preconceptions and show commonalities.
She paints in the academic tradition
and has studied with Izabella OrzelskiKonikowski and at the Academy of Realist
Art in Toronto. Her work is found in
collections around the world.

www.elana.ca
info@elana.ca
Ph: 780-690-2173
www.facebook.com/pages/Elana-GoodfellowOfficial-Artist-Page/6946420748  

Title: If a clod be washed away by the sea, we are the less

Medium: Oil on Canvas

Size: 36” x 22”

ARTISTS

BONNIE HOOD

www.julescreations.com
bonnie@julescreations.com

Onoway, AB

My work is a reflection of femininity inspired by women themselves. I feel I am delivering an experience: to give women the opportunity
to surround themselves in beauty and explore their creative style. Little compares to recognizing a piece of my work being worn by a
perfect stranger. Sharing knowledge and enthusiasm either with a customer or fellow designer is what fuels my imagination. This simple
expression of my self supports my view to keep love, peace and understanding in the world.

Title: Lafawnda

Medium: Sterling Silver, Precious and Semi Precious Stones and Beads

CINDY KILANI

Title: Selene

Medium: Sterling Silver, Precious and Semi Precious Stones and Beads

www.nightofartists.com
cmkilani@hotmail.com

Grande Prairie, AB

Ph: 780-814-0095

Looking out my window at nature’s palette, the beauty and inspiration behind the simple serenity of the prairies and pines. As an artist you
can alter natures pattern to suit your own color palette to dine with you in your living space. The simple pleasures of watching a dragonfly
glide past you, is a renewed creation with a paint brush in hand. Enjoy every waking moment with renewed wonder.

Title: Reflections in Dubai

Title: Dragonfly

Medium: Watercolor

Medium: Acrylic

CHRIS RILEY

www.rileyart.com
chris@rileyart.com

Spruce Grove, AB

Ph: 780-968-5556

Chris is an artist who believes the only limitations are the ones we put on ourselves. Shedding limitations frees you to be any kind of artist
you want. It shows in her ever evolving pieces of layers and textures and stories. “I love the process so much that the less I focus on the end
product, the more interesting it is for me and the painting.” Her work varies from abstracts colors and forms to whimsical expressions of real
and imagined life experiences. Each with it’s own story. Her shows are always interesting and a visual delight.

Title: “Sooo...you were saying?”

Medium: Acrylic

Size: 24” x 24”

RHONDA THURN

Title: Forty Foot Blue

Calgary, AB

Medium: Acrylic

Size: 30” x 30”

www.firehousestudios.ca
Rhonda@firehousestudios.ca

Ph: 403-266-1748

Rhonda has developed a technique of painting on metal with dry pigments and patinas. Various techniques from encaustic, oil, batik and
enamel traditions are utilized to explore painting in a bold, textural manner. The subject matter of these works is the human form with a
current focus on the sensuality of the body. The works on steel utilize the human form to create vignettes of time with an exploration into
the seductive and sensual elements in daily life. Ultimately, the pieces are steeped in process, with layer upon layer of color and imagery.

Title: Fused
Medium: Mixed Media
Size: 12” x 36”

Title: Night In II

Medium: Mixed Media

Size: 60” x 36”

ARTISTS

SUMMER
BOZOHORA
Edmonton, AB
Summer began drawing on the walls at home when
she was three years old. As she developed as an
artist she began doing very representational and
photo-realistic artwork. Feeling mechanistic within
the confines of realism, she transitioned into the
beauty of abstract colour. The light and playful
movement of her paintings reflects her sense of
spirituality and attraction she has for her subject
matter. Her paintings reflect within her a deep sense
of connection to the divine through powerful natural
images and spontaneous compositionary elements.

Ph: 780-451-8441

Title: Heaven is Here

LAURA DREGER

Medium: Acrylic on Canvas

Size: 30” x 30”

www.lauradreger.com

Edmonton, AB

Dreger is a self - taught designer who creates a garment from the ground up, sketching, pattern drafting to the final creation. In 2008, Dreger took
2nd place in the Edmonton Fashion Week Emerging Designer Competition. Since then, Dreger has been featured in Avenue magazine, The Edmonton
Journal, Edmonton Fashion Week. Also appearances on Global TV, City TV, and CBC Radio 1. Highlights of Dreger’s career so far has been the
opportunity to meet Michael Kaye, New York fashion designer and former Edmontonian. Dreger also volunteers at Ihuman, an agency that helps
the unfortunate youth in the community in the fashion and arts department.

Photographer: Ernest, studio-e.ca

Makeup Artist: Carmyn, inbalanceimage.ca

Model: Michelle Houle

The Dog: Lila

MARIA PACE-WYNTERS

Edmonton, AB

www.mariapacewynters.com
maria@mariapacewynters.com

Ph: 780-604-7523

Maria Pace-Wynters was born and raised in Victoria, British Columbia. She attended Victoria College of Art, Camosun College (Associate of Arts degree), the University of Victoria (BFA honor program) and Victoria Film School before settling down in Edmonton, Alberta with her singer/songwriter/
soulmate husband, Chris Wynters, their two young, but growing quickly, daughters, Imogen and Scarlett, a highly strung blue heeler named Sydney
and an equally highly strung orange cat named Beijing and a wiener dog named Audrey Autumnbottom.

Title: Garbo

Medium: Mixed Media on Wood

Size: 12” x 12”

OKSANA ZHELISKO

Title: Circus Girl and the Newsprint Flowers Medium: Mixed Media on Wood
Size: 24” x 28”

www.zheliskoart.com
ksushabelaja@hotmail.com

Edmonton, AB

Ph: 780-633-9837
Ph: 780-271-7145

Classically trained in Eastern Europe, Oksana began her career as an artist in L’viv, Ukraine. Oksana entered the Ivan Trush College of Decorative Arts in
1996. Oksana’s work as of late has revolved around the theme of woman in various stages, poses, and emotions. In her view, a woman is neither crisp
nor blank, but coloured and tinged; each being an image or an iconoclast that is warm, or perhaps cold, but always strong, alluring, full of mystique,
and of course, true inner beauty. Her most recent works are displayed in Calgary’s Webster Gallery and St. Albert’s Art Beat Gallery.

Title: The Lady of L’viv Medium: Oil on Canvas Size: 24” x 36”

Title: Opiate Stare

Medium: Oil on Canvas

Size: 14” x 18”

We’re growing into
an art centre.
With more...
free parking
exhibition space
And bigger...
retail space
workshop space
Everything is on the main floor
at our new location:
10032-81 Avenue, Edmonton
GRAND OPENING: Feb. 14, 2010
Until then, it’s business as usual
at our current location.
10516 Whyte Avenue
Edmonton

www.paintspot.ca

TF: 1.800.363.0546
(North America)
PH: 780.432.0240
FX: 780.439.5447

Visit us to learn more
or give feedback.

MORSE CODE DEZYNZ

www.morsecodedezynz.com
morsecode13@gmail.com

Edmonton, AB

DESIGNER: Kimberly Rosadiuk Tap into your i.d.entity with Morse Code Dezynz in-house collections. Remix... Eco-friendly one of a kind garments. All
pieces are uniquely made from recycled, vintage and reclaimed fabrics, not two pieces are ever the same! Dressed’n-case... The ORIGINAL beach
dresses that conveniently fold into their own pocket, making a bag! The perfect cover-up for a sunny destination, wearing around the house to stay
comfy, or belt it and wear it as a dress out on the town. These dresses are versatile, flattering, and fun; a woman’s essential!!! Morse Code Dezynz
keeps it original... No cookie cutter policy in effect!!!

Title: Drssed’n-case

Title: Remix

Photography: Paradox Studios

LEWIS LAVOIE

Photography: Derek Jagodzinsky

www.lavoiestudios.com
lavoie@airsurfer.ca

Edmonton, AB

www.muralmosaic.com

Is an Alberta artist; his personal works are biblical/fantasy themes; designer and creator of the Mural Mosaic Projects; he has been making a name
for himself as a live painter that has provided a means of entertainment and fundraising for many charities; painted live for Queen Elizabeth II (2005
Canadian Royal visit); published: Bellwethers Message series, Dinosaurs Unleashed, Patient Man from Uz, NOD - The World of Noah’s Ark, Earth’s
Treasure Chest; listed ‘years best for contemporary science fiction art’ by Spectrum magazine.

Title: love, peace, joy

Medium: Acrylic

Title: Americana

Medium: Acrylic

Size: 35x1’ tiles

ARTISTS

DENISE LEFEBVRE

www.deniselefebvre.com
deniselefebvre@shaw.ca

Edmonton, AB

Ph: 780-488-7070

Since graduating ACAD in the early 90’s, I’ve been teaching myself how to paint in different styles and applications that I’ve admired over
the years but never applied to my own work. My style has grown and developed over the last few years, and as a result I’ve discovered that
spontaneity is one of my best artistic tools. This method has taught me to create more freely and I have discovered that it’s okay to paint
outside the lines, and to paint what I love, not what I think others will love.

Title: Trixi Travis

Medium: Oil on Canvas

Size: 30” x 30”

LISA LUKAN

Title: Wasn’t Me

Medium: Oil on Canvas

Size: 30” x 30”

www.Yessy.com
vinlis@telusplanet.net

Widewater, AB

Ph: 780-369-2297

Lisa Lukan is a Northern Alberta artist who has been with NOA for four years. She has her work displayed and for sale in different venues in
Northern Alberta as well as in San Francisco, California. She recently has been taking some time to try out different mediums as well as different styles.
“The artists task is to be released from the pressure of performance, interpretation, comparison and judgement.” -Stewart Cubley.

Title: California Merlot
Size: 12” x 24 ”

Medium: Acrylic

Title: On a Daily Basis

Medium: Acrylic

Size: 16” x 20”

THINK OUTSIDE THE BOX
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THURSDAY NOV

5th

Laura Dreger and
Kimberly Rosadiuk Fashion Shows

28
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& FRIDAY

NOV 6th

Chandra Cooper and Martin Kloppers
Lewis Lavoie

SATURDAY NOV

7th

Mural Mosaic Unveiling of KUNAMOKST (Nov 5-7)
Joe Nolan		

U22/Sara & Charlotte Command, Jonathan Dracheburg, Erin Korthuis
Brian McLeod , Lyra Brown and Erin Fought
Live Painting by Chris Riley and Denise Lefebvre
Mercury Opera

THINK OUTSIDE THE BOX
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• INDUSTRIAL & COMMERCIAL
EXPANSIONS
• HIGHWAYS
• RETAIL & RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENTS
• ENVIRONMENTAL RESTORATION
• SNOW REMOVAL
• AND MUCH MORE

FAMILY BASED BUSINESSES
MOVING QUALITY SERVICE
TO A NEW STANDARD.
A building’s true foundation is not so much the blocks on which it sits as it is the ground that
supports and surrounds it. Rock Hard Excavating Ltd and DGS Construction Ltd. provides
all types of site preparation, including excavation, embankments, grading, clearing and
compaction. From residential houses and condos to shopping centres, Rock Hard Excavating
Ltd. and DGS Construction Ltd. perform the sitework required to exacting specifications,
managing costs and schedules within stringent project requirements.

Darren Sawchyn • 780.951.1343 • 780.951.1343 • Rock Hard Excavating Ltd.
Dale Sawchyn • 780.945.9130 • 780.945.9130 • DGS Construction Ltd.

not just a night out on the town,
...it’s an adventure in entertainment.

ALL REQUEST 5 HOUR

OUTRAGEOUS DUELING PIANO SHOW
EVERY FRIDAY & SATURDAY NIGHT

10304 111 STREET DOWNTOWN EDMONTON

A Taste Of
Edmonton 2009
The alley of artwork in Churchill Square
Downtown Edmonton.

The 2009 Taste of Edmonton Night of Artists Team. (TOP ROW L-R) Darlene Hildebrandt, Denise Lefebvre, Angie
Ewanchuk, Giuseppe Albi, Saeed Hojjati. (BOTTOM ROW L-R) Phil Alain, Chris Riley, Bernadette McCormack.
32
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A Taste Of Edmonton
By Phil Alain
In 2001, I went out to play golf with some friends. I can’t lie, so for me to say
I went golfing is probably inaccurate. Those who watched that day probably
would have believed more so that I was a lumberjack considering how many
trees I hit. However golf turned out to be the last thing that mattered that day.
One of the gentlemen I went golfing with was Bob Gray. I had no idea who
he was at the time but as we played a few holes he politely asked what I did
for a living – fully realizing that golf was definitely not a career for me. When
I told him I was the producer of Night of Artists and loved to promote the arts
he seemed relieved. Relieved I am sure because he knew that I wasn’t holding
on to false hopes of becoming a pro golfer and relieved because he needed
another component for his 2001 Taste of Edmonton event.
It was on this day that Night of Artists was added to the mix of Taste of
Edmonton and has continued to be a mainstay in Churchill square thanks
mainly now to the continued support of Giuseppe Albi.
Giuseppe Albi, who took over the position that was held by Bob Gray has been
an incredible supporter of the arts and specifically Night of Artists. Giuseppe
continually provides artists from our organization the opportunity to show their
work to the hundreds of thousands of guests who attend this incredible festival.
Year after year Giuseppe and his trusty assistant Angie Ewanchuk put on a
fantastic showcase of Edmonton’s restaurants in Churchill Square while music
plays from 11 a.m. – 11 p.m. daily on the main stage. Night of Artists has been
thrilled to be a part of this showcase for the last 9 years.
Giuseppe’s support, I discovered in 2009, comes from his own personal
passion for the arts. Giuseppe himself is a spectacular artist. I had worked with
Giuseppe for 5 years and not once had he mentioned to me that he was an
artist until I received an invitation to one of his art exhibition opening’s in the
spring of 2009. Suddenly I realized why we got along so well and why he saw
the need to support the arts.
2010 will mark the 10th anniversary of Night of Artists working with the
Taste of Edmonton. It will be a great year to celebrate the arts with a great
organization that had the courage to give a group of artists a chance to work
within an existing successful Edmonton festival. It will be a year to thank
Giuseppe and the Taste of Edmonton for making a huge difference in the
careers of so many artists.
See more about a Taste of Edmonton at www.eventsedmonton.ca.

THINK OUTSIDE THE BOX
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Edmonton 94.9 fm

For a province-wide list
of frequencies please visit:

www.ckua.com

Like the 323i,
this offer is designed to
get your pulse racing.

Edmonton BMW

edmontonbmw.com

The Ultimate
Driving Experience.®

2009 BMW 323i Automatic Transmission with Steptronic ®
LEASE
PAYMENT

$

FINANCE
FROM

LEASE RATE
33 MONTHS

358 2.5

%*

or

1.9

%†

UP TO 60 MONTHS

$3,900 DOWN PAYMENT
OR TRADE EQUIVALENT

INCLUDES:

No-charge Premium Package –

$2,400 **

Glass Sunroof
Heated Steering Wheel
BMW Assist with Bluetooth ® Wireless Technology
(Includes 1 year of Safety and Security Package)
4-Year / 80,000km No-Charge
Scheduled Maintenance

2009 BMW 335i shown.

Act now – 2009 inventory is limited.
Offer ends November 30, 2009.

Edmonton BMW
7450 Roper Road Edmonton, AB 1-800-490-5269 edmontonbmw.com
†Finance rates are those offered by BMW Financial Services Canada only on approved credit (OAC). *Lease rates are those offered by BMW Financial Services Canada only on approved credit (OAC). MSRP of a 2009
BMW 323i with automatic transmission is $38,900: at 2.5% for a 33-month lease and a $3,900 down payment (OAC), each monthly payment is $358. Total obligation is $18,242.39 plus tax. The residual value of the
vehicle at end of term is $22,562.00. Freight and PDI ($1,995), first month’s lease payment, a security deposit of approximately one month’s lease payment, A/C excise tax ($100), a PPSA registration fee of $53, Retailer
administration charges (if any), and all taxes are extra and required upon lease signing. Annual kilometres limited to 20,000: $0.15 per excess kilometre. Offer requires Retailer participation. Excess wear-and-tear charges
may apply. Retailers are free to set individual prices and charge administration fees, which may change the APR or the price of the vehicle. **No cash equivalent available. Offer expires November 30, 2009. Delivery must
be taken by November 30, 2009. Offer is subject to availability and may be cancelled or changed without notice. Certain conditions apply. See your local BMW Retailer for full details. ©2009 BMW Canada Inc. “BMW”,
the BMW logo, BMW model designations and all other BMW related marks, images and symbols are the exclusive properties and/or trademarks of BMW AG, used under licence..

